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Abstract 
Recent progress in the study of hyperovals in Desarguesian planes of even order has been 
rapid and the need for an updated survey is clear. We will present the most recent findings and 
provide some open problems and directions for future research. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is an updating of an earlier survey [2] concerned with the hyperovals in 
Desarguesian planes of even order, however, we should mention a more comprehens- 
ive recent survey by Korchm~iros [7] which deals with ovals and related structures in 
arbitrary projective planes. Some of the work reported here is too recent o have been 
included in [7]. Progress in this area has been so rapid during the past two years that 
it is most likely that this paper will be out of date before it is published, but the need 
for such interim reports was made clear to the author at the Combinatorics '92 
meeting held in Catania, Italy and he would like to thank all of the participants who 
showed such a high level of interest in this work. 
In order to keep this account self-contained, many of the definitions in [2] are 
repeated here with only minor changes in notation. 
2. Definitions and background 
In a finite projective plane of order n, an oval is a set of n + 1 points, no three of 
which are collinear. In a coordinatized Desarguesian plane, a conic is the set of points 
whose coordinates satisfy a non-degenerate quadratic equation. While every conic is 
easily seen to be an oval, the converse, proved in 1955 by Segre [19] for Desarguesian 
planes of odd order, is a rather surprising result. Segre's result does not extend to 
Desarguesian planes of even order and the classification problem for ovals in these 
planes remains complex. 
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In the even order case, every oval can be uniquely extended to a set of n + 2 points, 
no three of which are collinear. These sets are called hyperovals. The additional point, 
which is the common intersection of all the tangent lines to the oval, is called the 
nucleus of the oval (this point has also been called the knot and the strange point of the 
oval). A conic together with its nucleus is a hyperoval called a complete conic (also 
known as a regular hyperoval). 
We shall restrict ourselves to the Desarguesian planes defined over the Galois Field 
GF(2h), and coordinatized in the standard way. To avoid the trivial, and sometimes 
exceptional case of the Fano plane, we shall assume when necessary that h > 1. Any 
hyperoval in such a plane contains at least 4 points, no three of which are collinear, 
and we may assume (by the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry) that 
a hyperoval passes through the four points, (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 1). If f2 is 
a hyperoval, it is thus completely determined by its affine points and we define: 
y =f(x)  if and only if (x,y, 1) is a point off2. 
It is easily seen that f (x)  is a permutation polynomial which is called an 
o-polynomial. There are numerous results on the form of an o-polynomial (see [2], and 
especially [13]). 
3. Monomial o-polynomials 
A special class of hyperovals, containing most of the known examples, consists of 
those which are projectively equivalent to a hyperoval having a monomial o-poly- 
nomial. Such an o-polynomial must be of the formf(x) = x k. We define 
D(h) = {klx k is an o-polynomial over GF(2h)}. 
We give a brief description of what is known to be in D(h). 
2 ~ D(h) for all h. These are the complete conics, the only family of hyperovals 
to be found in all planes under consideration. 
2 i ~ D(h) if and only/f(i, h) = 1. These hyperovals were determined by Segre [20] in 
1957. They are called translation hyperovals ince they admit as an automorphism 
group a group of translations which is transitive on the affine points of the hyperoval. 
When i is not 1 or h - 1, these hyperovals are not equivalent to complete conics. An 
examination of the Euler totient function reveals that when h = 5 or h/> 7, the 
translation hyperovals provide examples of hyperovals which are not complete conics 
(usually referred to as irregular hyperovals). The situation for h = 1, 2, 3 and 4 is well 
known (see below), but for h = 6 no examples other than the complete conics were 
known. The question of whether or not irregular hyperovals exist in the Desarguesian 
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plane of order 64, open since 1957, has finally been settled in the affirmative (see 
below). 
6 ~ D(h)for h odd. Discovered by Segre [21] in 1962. 
0- + 2 and 30- + 4 ~ D(h) for h odd, where 24 - 0 -2 ~ 2 mod (2 h -- 1). These two 
families were discovered by Glynn [3] in 1982 (a few of the initial members of these 
families in small planes were already known). 
Glynn implemented a fast algorithm for determining membership in D(h) and 
searched all values of h up to and including 19 as a prelude to the above-mentioned 
result. He has recently extended this search and found no new hyperovals. We record 
this as: 
Result 1 (Glynn [4]). The sets D(h) are completely determined for h <<. 28. 
The collineation groups stabilizing the monomial o-polynomial hyperovals have 
been studied by O'Keefe and Penttila [12]. 
4. Non-monomial o-polynomials 
The only infinite family of hyperovals not of the monomial type was discovered in 
1985 by Payne [15] in an investigation of a family of generalized quadrangles. He 
showed that for odd h, 
f (x )  = x 1/6 + x 3/6 -~- x 5/6 
is an o-polynomial (where the exponents are taken modulo 2 h - 1). The collineation 
group stabilizing this hyperoval has order 2h and consists of an elation of order 2 and 
the automorphic collineations induced by the field automorphisms [22]. 
A possible second family of hyperovals (see [21]), again for odd h, is given by: 
f (x )  = x ~ + x "+2 + x 3"+4 (0-2 _ 2mod(2 h_  1)). 
That this is an o-polynomial has only been verified for h = 3, 5, 7, ..., 15 with the use 
of a computer. The upper limit of this result is a function of the patience of the 
Computing Services Administrator and the author's conviction that this function is an 
o-polynomial for all odd h, but this conjecture remains open. The collineation group 
stabilizing this hyperoval has only been determined for PG(2, 32) and in that case 
consists of only the automorphic collineations [14]. 
All remaining examples are sporadic in the sense that they belong to particular 
planes and were found by computer searches. The probability that these are initial 
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members of infinite families is very high, but only one of these examples has been 
extensively studied (the Lunelli-Sce hyperoval) and no generalization has yet been 
found. We will examine these hyperovals as we survey what is known about hy- 
perovals in planes of small order. 
5. Hyperovals in Desarguesian planes of small order 
The hyperovals in the Desarguesian planes of orders 2, 4 and 8 are all complete 
conics (see [6]), so we shall investigate the planes of orders 16, 32 and 64. 
PG (2, 16) 
In 1958, Lunelli and Sce [9] carried out a computer search for complete arcs in 
small order planes at the suggestion of Segre. In PG(2, 16), they found a number of 
hyperovals which were not complete conics. In 1975, Hall Jr. [5] showed, also with 
considerable aid from a computer, that there were only two classes of projectively 
inequivalent hyperovals in this plane, the complete conics and the hyperovals found 
by Lunelli and Sce. Out of the 2040 o-polynomials which give the Lunelli-Sce 
hyperoval, we display only one: 
f (x )  = x 12 + x 1° + ~111x 8 + X 6 "Jr ?]2X4 "[- ?]9X2, 
where r/is a primitive element of GF(16) satisfying r/4 = r/+ 1. 
In [5], Hall described a number of collineations of the plane which stabilized the 
Lunelli-Sce hyperoval, but did not show that they generated the full automorphism 
group of this hyperoval. In 1978, Payne and Conklin [16] using properties of a related 
generalized quadrangle showed that the automorphism group could be no larger than 
the group given by Hall. Also in 1978, Korchm/tros [8] independently gave a con- 
structive proof of this result and showed that the Lunelli-Sce hyperoval is the unique 
irregular hyperoval admitting a transitive automorphism group (and that the only 
complete conics admitting such a group are those of orders 2 and 4). 
Recently, O'Keefe and Penttila [10] have reproved Hall's classification result 
without he use of a computer. Their argument consists of finding an upper bound on 
the number of o-polynomials defined over GF(16) and then, by examining the 
possible automorphism groups of hyperovals in this plane, showing that if a hy- 
peroval other than the known ones existed in this plane then the upper bound would 
be exceeded. Brown and Cherowitzo [1] have provided a group-theoretic construc- 
tion of the Lunelli-Sce hyperoval as the union of orbits of the group generated by the 
elations of PGU(3, 4) considered as a subgroup of PGL(3, 16). Also included in this 
paper is a discussion of some remarkable properties concerning the intersections of
Lunelli-Sce hyperovals and complete conics. 
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PG (2, 32) 
Since h = 5 is odd, a number ofmonomial hyperovals are present in this case. Each 
of the types mentioned above has a representative in this plane, but due to the small 
size of the plane there are some spurious equivalences, in fact, each of the Glynn type 
hyperovals i projectively equivalent to a translation hyperoval (this does not occur in 
larger planes). Specifically, there are three classes of monomial type hyperovals, the 
complete conics (k = 2), proper translation hyperovals (k = 4) and the Segre hy- 
perovals (k = 6). There are also classes corresponding to the Payne hyperovals and 
the conjectured family (for more details see [2]). In [14], O'Keefe and Penttila have 
determined the collineation groups tabilizing each of these hyperovals. In the original 
determination of the collineation group for the Payne hyperovals, the case of 
q- -32 had to be treated separately and relied heavily on computer esults. In 
[14], an alternate version of the proof is given which does not depend on computer 
computations. 
In 1991, O'Keefe and Penttila [11] by means of a detailed investigation of the 
divisibility properties of the orders of automorphism groups of hypothetical hy- 
perovals in this plane, discovered a new hyperoval. Its o-polynomial is given by: 
f (x )  = x 4 + x 16 At- x 28 ~- ~11(x16  + x 10 -~- x 14 + x 18 -1- x 22 -~- x 26) 
-~- r/20(X8 -{- X 20) -~- ~6(X12 --1- X24) ,  
where t/is a primitive root of GF(32) satisfying/75 = /72 "-[- 1. The full automorphism 
group of this hyperoval has order 3. 
In 1992, Penttila and Royle [18] were able to cleverly structure an exhaustive 
computer search for all hyperovals in this plane. The result was that the above listing 
is complete, there are just six classes of hyperovals in PG(2, 32). 
PG (2, 64) 
Until recently, this would have been a very short section as the only known 
hyperoval in this plane was the complete conic. By extending the ideas in [11] to 
PG(2,64), Penttila and Pinneri [17] were able to search for hyperovals whose 
automorphism group admitted a collineation of order 5. They found two and showed 
that no other hyperoval exists in this plane that has such an automorphism. The 
hyperovals are: 
f (x )  = x 8 + x 12 + x 2° + X 22 + X 42 + X 52 
-'1- ¢/21(X4 -1- X 10 + X 14 -l'- X 16 -]- X 30 + X 3s -t- X 44 -~- X 48 
"~ X 54 -~- X 56 "~- X 58 -l- X 60 -~- X 62) 
-~- F/4"2(X2 -~- X 6 -~- X 26 ~- X 28 ..]- X 32 -~- X 36 + X 40) 
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which has an automorphism group of order 15, and 
f (x )  = x 24 + x 30 -I- X 62 
~21(X4 Jr- X 8 + X 10 + X 14 Jr- X 16 + X 34 71- X 38 + X 40 ~ X 44 
.q- X 46 ..~ X 52 + X 54 -~- X 58 .~- X 60) 
--1- ~42(X6 Jr- X 12 ~- X 18 -~- X 20 .~- X 26 ..1- X 32 ..[- X 36 Jr- X 42 ..[_ X 48 q- X50), 
which has an automorphism group of order 60, where r/is a primitive element of 
GF(64) satisfying ~/6 = r/+ 1. By refining the computer search program, Penttila nd 
Royle [18] were able to extend the search to hyperovals admitting an automorphism 
of order 3, and found the hyperoval: 
f (x )  = x 4 + x 8 --~ x 14 -~- x 34 -~- x 42 Jr- x 4s "q- x 62 
-~- ~]21(X6 -]- X 16 + X 26 + X 28 + X 30 + X 32 + X 40 + X 5s) 
/142(X 10 -{- X TM .q- X 24 + X 36 + X 44 -~- X 50 .q- X 52 ~ X60), 
which has an automorphism group of order 12 (r/is a primitive lement of GF(64) as 
above). These examples provide an affirmative answer to Segre's question concerning 
the existence of irregular hyperovals in this plane. It should be noted that in all three 
examples the coefficients of the o-polynomials lie in the subfield of order 4 of GF(64). 
Computer searches have been made for o-polynomials over GF(64) with coefficients 
in the subfield of order 2 [4] showing that only the complete conics have such an 
o-polynomial, and with coefficients in the subfield of order 4 producing no hyperovals 
other than the three above [18]. Similar searches over different fields are reported 
in [13]. 
6. Open questions and directions 
While many of the recent results have been achieved by computer computation, we 
are reaching the limits of the usefulness of this tool. Without doubt, as computer 
power increases, more hyperovals will be discovered by computer search, but we can 
foresee only one significant result hat may be achieved in this way - -  the discovery of 
a finite hyperoval with a trivial automorphism group. This would be a double-edged 
discovery since it would indicate that hyperovals are in a sense 'wild' and hopes for 
a classification would be drastically diminished. 
A fruitful endeavor would be to find theoretical constructions for the hyperovals 
that have been obtained by computer search (or in the case of the Payne hyperovals, 
a construction which did not pass through generalized quadrangles). Another avenue 
which needs to be explored is the connection between various types of hyperovals. In
PG(2, 32) there are tantalizing relationships between the Payne hyperovals and the 
proper translation hyperovals, also between the Segre hyperovals and those of the 
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conjectured family. In the same vein we have the relationship between the complete 
conics and the Lunelli-Sce hyperovals in PG(2, 16). Hampering the investigation of
these relationships i  the complete lack of any geometrical insight concerning the 
structural differences between different types of hyperovals. 
Finally, we list some open problems (also see [2] as none of the problems listed 
there have been resolved). 
1. Prove that the conjectured family of hyperovals i in fact a family. 
2. Determine the collineation group stabilizing the hyperovals of this conjectured 
family for q > 32. It is conjectured that this group consists only of the automorphic 
collineations. 
3. Classify the monomial hyperovals. These hyperovals may be considered as the 
ones with a 'large' automorphism group and group theoretical methods may provide 
a classification of this restricted class. 
4. Find constructions for any of the hyperovals found by computer search. 
5. Do there exist any hyperovals whose o-polynomials are binomial? There are 
restrictions on the exponents ofsuch an o-polynomial, and it is known that none exist 
if 2 h -- 1 is prime (see [13]). 
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